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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Intrinsic  brain  activity  in  a resting  state  incorporates  components  of  the  task  negative  network  called
default  mode  network  (DMN)  and  task-positive  networks  called  attentional  networks.  In  the  present
study,  the  reciprocal  neuronal  networks  in  the  elder  group  were  compared  with  the  young  group  to
investigate  the  differences  of the  intrinsic  brain  activity  using  a method  of  temporal  correlation  analysis
eywords:
ging
unctional MRI
egative correlations
euronal networks

based  on  seed  regions  of  posterior  cingulate  cortex  (PCC)  and  ventromedial  prefrontal  cortex  (vmPFC).
We  found  significant  decreased  positive  correlations  and  negative  correlations  with  the seeds  of  PCC  and
vmPFC in  the  old  group.  The  decreased  coactivations  in the  DMN  network  components  and  their  negative
networks  in  the  old  group  may  reflect  age-related  alterations  in  various  brain  functions  such  as  attention,
motor control  and  inhibition  modulation  in cognitive  processing.  These  alterations  in the  resting  state

 coul
anti-correlative  networks

. Introduction

Functions such as attention, problem solving, planning and fine
otor skills commonly decline with the aging process. The study of

ntrinsic brain activity may  be critical for understanding the phys-
ological changes of the aging brain.

The synchronic low frequency fluctuations (LFFs) in blood
xygen level-dependent (BOLD) functional magnetic resonance
maging (fMRI) signals among spatial distant brain nodes imply
rain networks that act cooperatively [3,14].  Within these intrin-
ically correlated networks, a so-called “default mode network”
DMN) has drawn the most attraction. The DMN  shows consistently
igher level organizations during rest than during a wide range of
ognitive tasks (task negative) [11,14,29].  The DMN  is involved in
onitoring internal and external environment, memory and self-

elated functions [18,22,30].
External attention demanding tasks engage extensive dor-

al and/or ventral attention networks. The attention networks,
r so-called task-positive networks, presented strong negative

emporal correlations with the DMN  during resting state, these
nti-correlated networks are thought to reflect physiological basis
11,12,14]. Such competitive relationship can impact on behav-
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d  provide  neuronal  substrates  for the  aging  brain.
© 2011 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

ioral performance and account for decline in attention-demanded
task performance in old people [20,31,35].  However, recent evi-
dence indicated that the DMN  is not a homogenous network, and
the anterior (ventral medial prefrontal cortex, vmPFC) and poste-
rior components (posterior cingulate cortex, PCC) of the DMN  have
differential anti-correlated networks related to differential brain
functions [1,6,11,34].  Granger causality analysis showed the PCC
positive network and the vmPFC positive network exert greater
influence on their anti-correlated networks than the other way
around [34].

Abnormal LFFs correlations related to aging were found not
only during task-directed studies but also in resting state fMRI
[2,6,9,13,21,24,26]. A further study showed reduced functional con-
nectivity in two  resting-state networks respectively corresponding
to the posterior and anterior components of the DMN, in older
versus younger subjects [6].  The decreased regional LFFs homo-
geneity and reduced connectivity in motor-related brain regions
were interpreted to contribute to the decline of motor function
[37,38]. The intrinsic networks may  well be the substrates of cog-
nitive decline in aging.

Most of the studies reviewed above focus on the changes of
functional connectivity within DMN, whereas the heterogeneity

in the DMN  may  be ignored, especially for its anti-correlated net-
works. The relationship between the DMN  components and its
anti-correlated networks in the elderly in resting state is unclear.
Therefore, we conceive that the intrinsic changes in the aging brain

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neulet.2011.08.059
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03043940
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neulet
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ould be refined from aspects of the anterior and posterior com-
onents, while a further question is how the negatively correlated
etworks underpinning attentional function change during resting
tate. In the current study, we determine the resting state functional
onnectivity of the reciprocal networks in the young and old groups
sing a method of temporal correlation analysis referring to the
ethod that Uddin et al. [34] had applied. The DMN  sub-networks

PCC positive and vmPFC positive) and their anti-networks (PCC
egative and vmPFC negative) were compared between groups.

. Materials and methods

.1. Subjects and procedure

Two groups of right-handed healthy subjects matched on edu-
ation years and gender participated in this study: (1) 18 young
ubjects recruited from young university students (aged 22–33,

ean 23.9 ± 1.8, male 9, female 9), (2) 22 old subjects recruited

rom local community (aged 60–80, mean 69.8 ± 5.8, male 10,
emale 12). All subjects had no abnormal findings from their struc-
ural brain MRI.

ig. 1. Within-group maps of PCC positive and negative networks for the young and old gr
olor  represents negative correlations. Left is left. (For interpretation of the references to 
etters 504 (2011) 62– 67 63

Imaging was performed on a 1.5 T GE Signa Excite MR  scanner
(GE Healthcare systems, Milwaukee, WI). A standard head coil was
used. Before the fMRI scanning, subjects were instructed to lie qui-
etly with their eyes closed, not to think of anything in particular.
Functional images were acquired by using a gradient echo-planar
imaging (EPI) sequence (TR 3000 ms,  TE 40 ms,  flip angle 90, slice
thickness 6 mm,  slice gap 0 mm,  FOV 240 mm,  matrix 64 × 64), each
frame included contiguous 18 slices covering whole brain volume.
The slices paralleled to anterior/posterior commissure. The EPI scan
lasted 6 min  24 s. Finally, a T1 weighted 3D fast spoiled gradient
echo sequence was acquired.

2.2. Data preprocessing and analysis

FMRI data preprocessing was performed with SPM5
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first four volumes were
discarded. Images were corrected for the slice-timing and then
were realigned for head movement correction. One young and

two  older subjects were excluded under the criterion with head
translation exceeding 1.5 mm or head rotation exceeding 1.5◦.
Afterwards, the functional images were normalized by T1 weighted
3D image unified segmentation algorithm. T1 weighted 3D images

oups. A: young group; B: old group. Red color represents positive correlations. Blue
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm
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ig. 2. Maps of vmPFC positive and negative networks within groups for the youn
olor  represents negative correlations. Left is left. (For interpretation of the referen

ere segmented into modulated normalized three parts of gray
ater, white matter and CSF. The normalized volumes were

e-sampled to a voxel size of 3 mm × 3 mm × 3 mm in MNI space.
hen the EPI images were spatially smoothed using isotropic
aussian filter (4 mm FWHM).

Subsequent data processing and statistics analysis were per-
ormed using the Resting-state fMRI data Analysis Toolkit (REST
1.4, http://www.restfmri.net/forum/rest).  Linear detrending and

emporal bandpass filtering (0.01–0.08 Hz) were carried out. For
he connectivity analysis, we created two spherical seed region of
nterest (ROI) in the PCC and vmPFC with radius of 6 mm contain-
ng 33 voxels, the ROI coordinates came from previous studies of
e Luca et al. and Uddin et al. [7,34].  The functional data were then
rocessed with a multiple regression analysis to limit nuisance
ovariates from head movement, global signal, white matter and
erebrospinal fluid. Pearson linear correlation coefficients between
ime series of each brain voxel’s signal and the time series of
he average signal of the seed region were calculated. A Fisher’s

-transform was  applied to improve the normality of these corre-
ation coefficients.

Individual z-maps underwent two-tailed one-sample t test to
etermine brain regions with significant positive or negative cor-
old. A: young group; B: old group. Red color represents positive correlations. Blue
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

relations to the seeds of PCC and vmPFC voxel by voxel, respectively.
A threshold adjustment method based on Monte-Carlo simula-
tions correction was  used with a voxelwise p < 0.01, cluster size > 18
(486 mm3), cluster connectivity criterion 5rmm,  this yielded an
AlphaSim correction threshold of p < 0.05. Before group compar-
ison, union sets for PCC positive, PCC negative, vmPFC positive
and vmPFC negative maps in both groups were calculated sepa-
rately at a threshold of p < 0.05, corrected. These union sets were
used for masking in subsequent between-group analysis. Indi-
vidual z-maps underwent two-tailed two-sample t test for group
comparison with a threshold adjustment method based on Monte-
Carlo simulations correction at voxelwise p < 0.05, cluster size > 54
(1458 mm3), cluster connectivity criterion 5rmm,  this yielded
an AlphaSim correction threshold of p < 0.05. The comparisons
were performed for the PCC positive and negative correlations,
vmPFC positive and negative correlations between the two  groups,
respectively. The individual modulated gray matter volumes were
entered as covariates to regress out the confound of brain volume

atrophy [28].

Herein when we delineate the network components, we will
refer to the nodes positively and negatively correlated with the
PCC seed as the PCC(+) and PCC(−) networks respectively. Similarly,

http://www.restfmri.net/forum/rest
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ig. 3. Direct comparisons for the positive networks to PCC and MPFC between the
eans young > old. Left is left. No increased connectivity for both components for o

he  reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

he nodes correlated with the vmPFC seed are referred to as the
mPFC(+) and vmPFC(−) networks.

. Results

.1. Within group analysis

As showed in the PCC(+) maps, PCC positively correlated with
he regions of vmPFC, bilateral medial temporal cortex (MTC), hip-
ocampus, pulvinars, precuneus and inferior parietal cortex (IPC) in
oth group (Fig. 1, red color, A: young group; B: older group). For the
CC(−) network maps, the regions of dorsomedial prefrontal cor-
ex, bilateral insula cortex, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, medial
ingulate cortex and central parietal cortex were involved (Fig. 1,
lue color). Visual inspection indicated the PCC(+) and PCC(−) net-
ork maps in both groups were similar.

The analysis for vmPFC(+) networks in both group (Fig. 2A and
, red color) showed the constructions largely overlapped with
hose in the PCC(+) network. The vmPFC(−) network maps included
ilateral dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, parietal cortex, posterior
emporal cortex in both groups and additional regions in bilateral
xtra-striate cortex (bilateral middle occipital cortex, lingual gyrus,
usiform gyrus) in the old group as well as additional region of
orsomedial prefrontal cortex in the young group (Fig. 2A and B,
lue color). Visual inspection showed that the areas in prefrontal
ortex and posterior temporal cortex involved in the vmPFC(−) net-
ork maps reduced in the older group. An interesting finding is

hat vmPFC in the old group exhibited negative correlation with
art of the bilateral occipital extrastriate areas, but showed positive
orrelation in the young group.

.2. Comparisons between groups

Significant decreased connectivity in the four network com-

onents for the older group was illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, and
able 1. For the PCC(+) network, the nodes including PCC, vmPFC
nd left angular gyrus showed reduced correlations (Fig. 3A, red
olor. Details are in Table 1). For the vmPFC(+) network, the regions
g and old groups. A: PCC positive networks; B: vmPFC positive networks. Red color
oung was found. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,

of PCC and left inferior orbital frontal cortex showed reduced cor-
relation with the vmPFC (Fig. 3B, red color. Details are in Table 1).

For the PCC(−) network, the regions of bilateral lateral mid-
dle and inferior frontal cortex, right supramarginal gyrus and right
temporal–parietal conjunction cortex showed significant reduced
connectivity with a feature of right lateralization in the old group
(Fig. 4A, blue color. Details are in Table 1). For the vmPFC(−) net-
work, the regions demonstrating reduced connectivity in the old
group mostly involved supplementary motor cortex and left supe-
rior frontal gyrus in addition to the posterior portion of right inferior
temporal gyrus (Fig. 4B, blue color. Details are in Table 1). Therefore
the young group had significant higher absolute values of negative
correlation coefficients in these negative network areas. Alterations
in the PCC(−) and vmPFC(−) in the old groups showed differences
in distribution, the former located laterally, the latter in midline
(Fig. 4).

For the old group, the four network components did not show
additional statistically significant increased connectivity, except
that the bilateral visual cortex (Brodmann 17, 18, 19) and right
superior temporal gyrus demonstrated increased negative connec-
tions for vmPFC(−) network (Fig. 4B, red color).

4. Discussion

The aim of this study is to explore the effects of normal aging
on the co-operations within the DMN  and their anti-networks. The
brain areas comprising these positive and negative networks are
coupled to PCC or vmPFC activity at resting state. Although previ-
ous task fMRI studies have revealed that older adults demonstrate
greater or lesser activity depending on tasks, our findings further
showed that the intrinsic neuro-networks as the substrates of cog-
nition have altered in aging even at a state without any task load
or stimuli.

Both the positive and negative networks showed significant
disconnection in the old group while taking the differences in

gray matter volume into account. Functional connectivity changes
within DMN  affected by age and attentional lapses resulted from
abnormal activations in the PCC have been discussed in previ-
ous studies [6,9,11,21,26,35]. Focused attention and goal-directed
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ig. 4. Direct comparisons between the young and old groups for the negative net
olor  means increased negative correlations for young vs. old; red color means reduc
o  color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article

ehavior are generally associated with intensive activity in both
ask-positive and task-negative networks [5,25].  Anti-correlations
etween these networks indicate that the networks are tempo-
ally modulated in opposite directions, the task-positive networks
ould be presented by the resting state negative correlations
10,12]. The interplay within these anti-correlated networks weak-
ned in the elderly, which implied they function at a lower
evel at a state without any task. We  speculate that the lower
esting functional coordinations in the negative networks may
ctually serve to the abnormal activations during tasks in the
lders.

Our findings suggest the age-related disconnections are along
he anterior–posterior gradient, coincided with previous studies
ike Andrews-Hanna et al. [2].  Moreover, our study extended the

otion by looking across networks rather than just within the DMN.
s previously noted, vmPFC(+) and PCC(+) networks have strong
irectional influence on vmPFC(−) and PCC(−). We  speculate that

able 1
ain regions showing significant connectivity alterations in the PCC(+) network, PCC(−) 

Regions MNI  coordinates 

x y 

PCC(+) network
L angular −52 −59 

PCC  0 −60 

Bilateral vmPFC 0 63 

vmPFC(+) network
L inferior orbital frontal gyrus −33 21 

PCC  4 57 

PCC(−)  network
L  inferior frontal gyrus −60 15 

R  inferior frontal gyrus 60 9 

L  inferior/middle frontal gyrus −42 39 

R  middle frontal gyrus 39 45 

R  supramarginal gyrus 55 −37 

R  inferior parietal lobule 42 −36 

vmPFC(−)  network
R  middle occipital gyrus 18 −77 

L  middle occipital gyrus −23 −78 

R  superior temporal gyrus 43 −28 

R  inferior temporal gyrus 57 −54 

Dorso medial prefrontal cortex 2 3 

9  12 

L  superior frontal cortex −20 6 

hresholds were set at p < 0.05, AlphaSim corrected. PCC, posterior cingulated cotex; vmP
 to PCC and vmPFC. A: PCC negative networks; B: vmPFC negative networks. Blue
gative correlations for young vs. old. Left is left. (For interpretation of the references

the reduced integrity in the DMN  in aging is responsible for the
impaired large scale networks with antagonistic relationship.

Our analysis revealed that the alterations in the negatively cor-
related networks in the old group mainly distributed in bilateral
dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex, such findings are consis-
tent with the frontal lobe theory of aging, which suggests that many
of age-related changes in cognition are due to particular vulnera-
bility of frontal lobes to the neurochemical and structural changes
that occur with age [4,16,36].

However, the alterations in negative networks for PCC and
vmPFC in the old groups showed different features in distribu-
tion. The vmPFC(−) network displayed disconnection mainly in the
midline regions in dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (mainly contain-
ing supplementary motor area, SMA), whereas the PCC(−) network

demonstrated decreased functional connectivity in lateral regions
of frontal cortex, and right lateralized supramarginal gyrus and
inferior precentral sulcus. The SMA  plays an important role in

network, vmPFC(+) network and vmPFC(−) networks between youths and elders.

Peak T score Brodmann area

z

40 3.94 39
21 3.55 23, 30
21 5.41 9, 10

−18 4.34 38
16 3.51 23, 30

8 −4.18 6
9 −4.25 6

15 −4.34 45
27 −3.70 46
27 −3.54 48
39 −3.10 40

0 4.64 18, 19
5 3.19 17, 18
9 4.63 41, 48

−12 −4.48 37
66 −4.19 6

−45 −4.04 32
52 −3.21 6

FC, ventral medial prefrontal cortex; L, left; R, right.
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lanning, initiation, and execution of motor acts. Patients with
MA  lesions are impaired in various kinematic parameters, such as
elocity and duration of movement [33]. The impaired PCC(−) dis-
ribution largely overlapped with the ventral attention system with

 feature of right lateralization. Our findings about the lateralization
re consistent with previous studies [8,17,23].

An interesting observation was that the correlations between
he seed of vmPFC and part of the occipital visual associated cortex
resented positive connectivity in the young group, but negative
onnectivity in the old group. The altered regulation mechanism
etween vmPFC and visual cortex might reflect the reduced modu-

ation between perceptual cortex and the higher-order cortex and
ontribute to the degraded visual attention function.

Our finding of the DMN  alterations is similar to that seen in
he disorders of aging such as AD and MCI  when compared with
ormal aging [32,39]. Despite the fact that all of our old participants
ad normal mental status, it is not possible to know with certainty
hether some individuals with incipient AD were included. We

dmit this to be one of the limitations in the present study.
There were some other limitations in our present work. The

ause of negative correlations remains disputable [12,27]. Age-
elated vascular variation may  have some effects on the BOLD signal
15,19]. The relationship between the alteration of resting state
ositive and negative networks and the behavioral performance
eed to be further investigated.

In summary, both the posterior and anterior network com-
onents in the DMN and their anti-correlated networks showed
ignificantly reduced connectivity in the aging group. Our results
uggest that the variations in the competitive relationship between
he positive and negative networks in resting state may  be helpful
n understanding cognition decline in aging.
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